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Star Sapphire, a new addition to the dishwasher collection. Image credit Thermador
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Luxury appliance maker Thermador is introducing a line of dishwashers designed specifically for those who like to
entertain.

Described as groundbreaking, the Radiance Collection introduces specially made racks to accommodate a wide
range of glassware and a powerful drying solution. These appliances are also designed as fashionable pieces in
affluents' homes and come equipped with a convenient application.

Luxury dishwashing
Mobile application Thermador Connected Experience by Home Connect accommodates the new collection,
allowing remote start and glass care tips. The app is made to make consumers' lives easier in a high-end manner.

The collection's Star Sapphire Dishwasher includes a StarDry with Zeolite feature that reduces the need to air or
towel dry items. It also includes a 20-minute hot water cycle, known as the fastest in the industry.

For an aesthetically pleasing experience to up the style of the pieces, a Star Glow feature is installed, allowing
customers to choose up to six different lighting options.

A special Glass Care Center joins the collection with a special gentle cycle and no-slip soft rubber lower rack and
adjustable stands for special stemware. It is  specially designed for a variety of sizes and can hold up to 26 large
wine glasses.

Utensils, small plates and other cutlery can fit in the top level of the appliance.
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Thermador Radiance Collection's Glass Care Center

"The revolutionary Thermador Radiance Collection delivers an impressive selection of luxury dishwashers that
serve as stylish centerpieces to any occasion, whether an intimate gathering or lavish event," said Beatriz Sandoval,
director of brand marketing at Thermador, in a statement. "From exclusive, pioneering technology, to unique
customizable features, to exceptional performance and cleaning power, the statement-making Radiance Collection
exudes lux innovation at its  finest."

Thermador recently highlighted its innovations and designs as a sponsor of two showcase homes at the
International Builders Show in Orlando, FL.

Presented by the National Association of Home Builders, the 2018 New American Home and the New American
Remodel featured an array of Thermador cooking, cleaning and cooling appliances. Placing its products in these
model home environments may encourage visitors to experiment with design and customization (see story).
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